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a b s t r a c t
In this work, the numerical approximation of a viscoelastic contact problem is studied.
The classical Kelvin–Voigt constitutive law is employed, and contact is assumed with a
deformable obstacle andmodelled using the normal compliance condition. The variational
formulation leads to a nonlinear parabolic variational equation. An existence and
uniqueness result is recalled. Then, a fully discrete scheme is introduced, by using the
finite element method to approximate the spatial variable and the implicit Euler scheme
to discretize time derivatives. A priori error estimates recently proved for this problem
are recalled. Then, an a posteriori error analysis is provided, extending some preliminary
results obtained in the study of the heat equation and other parabolic equations. Upper
and lower error bounds are proved. Finally, some numerical experiments are presented to
demonstrate the accuracy and the numerical behaviour of the error estimates.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this work, we consider the fully discrete approximation of a contact problem arising in viscoelasticity. Recently, many
works dealing with related problems involving viscoelastic materials have been published (see, for instance, the papers
[1–12] and also the monographs [13–16]). This kind of material usually appears in industrial applications because many
metals or crystals can be modelled using viscoelasticity theory. As an example, we recall the well-known Kelvin–Voigt
viscoelastic constitutive law described in [13].
Since the first results presented in [13], many papers have treatedmathematical issues such as the existence and unique-
ness of weak solutions for viscoelastic contact problems or their numerical analysis (see the monograph [15] and the refer-
ences cited therein). However, we note that all these papers dealt only with a priori error estimates.
Here, we revisit the contact problem between a viscoelastic body and a deformable obstacle already considered in [1,15].
The contact is modelled using the well-known normal compliance contact condition (see [13,17]). An a priori error analysis,
obtained proceeding as in [1], is presented. Then, an a posteriori error analysis is provided, extending some arguments
already applied in the study of the heat equation (see, e.g., [18,19]), some parabolic equations [20], or the Stokes equation
[21]. This work constitutes a continuation of some of our recent papers (see [22,23]) and extends the a priori analysis
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Fig. 1. A viscoelastic body in contact with a deformable obstacle.
introduced in [1], providing an a posteriori error analysis and some two-dimensional simulations which demonstrate its
numerical behaviour.
The paper is structured as follows. The mechanical model and its variational formulation are presented in Section 2.
In Section 3, a fully discrete scheme is introduced by using the finite element method to approximate the spatial variable
and the implicit Euler scheme to discretize the time derivatives. An a priori error analysis, proved in [1], is recalled. Then,
extending some results obtained in the study of the heat equation and other parabolic equations, an a posteriori error
analysis is provided in Section 4, proving an upper bound for the error, Theorem 4.1, and a lower bound, Theorem 4.2.
Finally, some two-dimensional numerical simulations are presented in Section 5 in order to demonstrate the accuracy and
the performance of the error estimators.
2. Mechanical problem and its variational formulation
In this section, we present a brief description of the model following [15]. We refer the reader there for further details.
Denote byΩ ⊂ Rd, for d = 2, 3, a domain occupied by a viscoelastic bodywith a smooth boundaryΓ = ∂Ω decomposed
into three disjoint parts ΓD, ΓF , and ΓC , such that meas (ΓD) > 0 and meas (ΓC ) > 0. Moreover, let [0, T ], T > 0, and ν be
the time interval of interest and the unit outer normal vector to Γ , respectively (see Fig. 1). Let x ∈ Ω and t ∈ [0, T ] be
the spatial and time variables, respectively, and, in order to simplify the notation, we do not indicate the dependence of the
functions on x and t . Moreover, a dot above a variable represents the derivative with respect to the time variable.
Let us denote by u, σ, and ε(u) = (εij(u))di,j=1 the displacement field, the stress tensor, and the linearized strain tensor,
respectively. We recall that
εij(u) = 12

∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi

, i, j = 1, . . . , d.
The body is assumed to be linearly viscoelastic and to satisfy the following constitutive law (see, for instance, [13]),
σ = Aε(u˙)+Bε(u), (1)
whereA andB are, respectively, the fourth-order viscous and elastic tensors.
Remark 2.1. We notice that more general constitutive laws could be considered (see, for instance, [15]). In fact, using the
same arguments provided in the following sections, we could study a semilinear constitutive law in the form
σ = A(ε(u˙))+B(ε(u)),
whereA andB satisfy a Lipschitz condition andA has a strictly monotone property.
We turn now to describing the boundary conditions.
On the boundary part ΓD, we assume that the body is clamped, and thus the displacement field vanishes there (and so
u = 0 on ΓD × (0, T )). Moreover, we assume that a density of traction forces, denoted by fF , acts on the boundary part ΓF ;
i.e.,
σν = fF on ΓF × (0, T ).
Finally, on the contact boundary ΓC , we assume that the body may come into contact with a deformable obstacle. Thus,
according to [17], the well-known normal compliance contact condition is used for its modelling,
σν = −p(uν − g) on ΓC × (0, T ),
where uν and σν denote the normal displacement and the normal stress, given by uν = u · ν and σν = σν · ν, respectively.
Moreover, the function g represents the distance between the body and the obstacle, measured along the outward unit
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normal vector ν. When uν > g , the difference uν − g represents the interpenetration of the body’s asperities into those
of the obstacle. The normal compliance function p is prescribed, and it satisfies p(r) = 0 for r ≤ 0, since then there is no
contact.
Remark 2.2. As an example, one may consider
p(r) = µ r+, (2)
where µ > 0 represents a deformability constant (that is, it denotes the stiffness of the obstacle), and r+ = max {0, r}.
Formally, the Signorini nonpenetration condition is obtained in the limit µ → ∞. Moreover, another choice could be the
following (see [15]):
p(r) =

µ r+ if r ≤ α,
µα if r > α,
where α > 0 is a coefficient related to the wear and hardness of the surface. In this case, the above normal compliance
condition means that when the penetration is too large, i.e., when it exceeds α, the obstacle disintegrates and it does not
offer additional resistance to penetration.
We also assume that the contact is frictionless, i.e., the tangential component of the stress field, denoted στ = σν− σνν,
vanishes on the contact surface.
Let Sd be the space of second-order symmetric tensors onRd, and denote by · and ‖·‖ the inner product and the Euclidean
norms over Rd and Sd.
The mechanical formulation of the quasistatic contact problem between a viscoelastic body and a deformable obstacle is
then written as follows.
Problem P. Find a displacement field u : Ω × (0, T )→ Rd and a stress field σ : Ω × (0, T )→ Sd, such that
σ = Aε(u˙)+Bε(u) inΩ × (0, T ), (3)
−Div σ = f0 inΩ × (0, T ), (4)
u = 0 on ΓD × (0, T ), (5)
σν = fF on ΓF × (0, T ), (6)
−σν = p(uν − g) on ΓC × (0, T ), (7)
στ = 0 on ΓC × (0, T ), (8)
u(0) = u0 inΩ. (9)
Here, u0 is an initial condition for the displacement field, and f0 denotes the density of body forces. Moreover, we notice that
the equilibrium equation (4) does not include the acceleration term because the problem has been assumed quasistatic.
In order to obtain the variational formulation of Problem P, let us denote H = [L2(Ω)]d, and define the variational spaces
V and Q as follows:
V = {w ∈ [H1(Ω)]d; w = 0 on ΓD},
Q = {τ = (τij)di,j=1 ∈ [L2(Ω)]d×d; τij = τji, i, j = 1, . . . , d}.
We will make the following assumptions on the problem data.
The viscosity tensorA(x) = (aijkl(x))di,j,k,l=1 : τ ∈ Sd → A(x)(τ) ∈ Sd satisfies
(a) aijkl = aklij = ajikl for i, j, k, l = 1, . . . , d.
(b) aijkl ∈ L∞(Ω) for i, j, k, l = 1, . . . , d.
(c) There existsmA > 0 such thatA(x)τ · τ ≥ mA ‖τ‖2 ∀τ ∈ Sd, a.e. x ∈ Ω.
(10)
The elastic tensorB(x) = (bijkl(x))di,j,k,l=1 : τ ∈ Sd → B(x)(τ) ∈ Sd satisfies
(a) bijkl = bklij = bjikl for i, j, k, l = 1, . . . , d.
(b) bijkl ∈ L∞(Ω) for i, j, k, l = 1, . . . , d.
(c) There existsmB > 0 such thatB(x)τ · τ ≥ mB ‖τ‖2 ∀τ ∈ Sd, a.e. x ∈ Ω.
(11)
The normal compliance function p : ΓC × R −→ R+ satisfies
(a) There exists Lp > 0 such that
|p(x, r1)− p(x, r2)| ≤ Lp |r1 − r2| ∀ r1, r2 ∈ R, a.e.x ∈ ΓC .
(b) The mapping x → p(x, r) is Lebesgue measurable on ΓC ,
∀r ∈ R.
(c)(p(x, r1)− p(x, r2)) · (r1 − r2) ≥ 0 ∀ r1, r2 ∈ R, a.e.x ∈ ΓC .
(d) The mapping x → p(x, r) = 0 for all r ≤ 0.
 (12)
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The following regularity is assumed on the density of volume forces and tractions:
f0 ∈ C([0, T ];H), fF ∈ C([0, T ]; [L2(ΓF )]d). (13)
Finally, we assume that the initial displacement satisfies
u0 ∈ V . (14)
Using the Riesz theorem, from (13), let the element f (t) ∈ V be given by
(f (t),w)V =
∫
Ω
f0(t) ·w dx+
∫
ΓF
fF (t) ·w dΓ ∀w ∈ V ,
and then f ∈ C([0, T ]; V ).
Let us define the contact functional j : V × V → R as
j(u, v) =
∫
ΓC
p(uν − g) vν dΓ ∀u, v ∈ V ,
where vν = v · ν for all v ∈ V .
Plugging (3) into (4) and using the previous boundary conditions, applying Green’s formula, we derive the following
variational formulation of Problem P in terms of the displacement field u(t).
Problem VP. Find a displacement field u : [0, T ] → V such that u(0) = u0 and, for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ),
(Aε(u˙(t))+Bε(u(t)), ε(w))Q + j(u(t),w) = (f (t),w)V ∀w ∈ V . (15)
The existence of a unique weak solution to Problem VP has been considered in [15]. The following result was proved there.
Theorem 2.3. Let assumptions (10)–(14) hold. Therefore, there exists a unique solution to Problem VP. Moreover, this solution
has the regularity
u ∈ C1([0, T ]; V ).
3. A fully discrete scheme and a priori estimates
The discretization of Problem VP is done in two steps. First, we assume thatΩ is a polyhedral domain and we consider
a finite-dimensional space V h ⊂ V to approximate the variational space V given by
V h = {wh ∈ [C(Ω)]d; wh|K ∈ [P1(K)]d K ∈ T h, wh = 0 on ΓD}, (16)
where P1(K) represents the space of polynomials of global degree less than or equal to one in K , and we denote by (T h)h>0
a regular family of triangulations ofΩ , compatible with the partition of the boundary Γ = ∂Ω into ΓD, ΓF , and ΓC ; that is,
the finite element space V h is composed of continuous and piecewise affine functions. Let hK be the diameter of an element
K ∈ T h and let h = maxK∈T h hK denote the spatial discretization parameter. Moreover, we assume that the discrete initial
condition, denoted by uh0, is given by
uh0 = Πhu0, (17)
whereΠh : [C(Ω)]d → V h is the standard finite element interpolation operator (see, e.g., [24]).
Secondly, in order to discretize the time derivatives, we consider a uniform partition of the time interval [0, T ], denoted
by 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tN = T , and let k be the time step size, k = T/N . For a continuous function f (t), let fn = f (tn) and,
for a sequence {wn}Nn=0, we denote by δwn = (wn − wn−1)/k its corresponding finite differences.
Therefore, using the implicit Euler scheme, we obtain the following fully discrete approximation of Problem VP.
Problem VPhk. Find a discrete displacement field uhk = {uhkn }Nn=0 ⊂ V h such that uhk0 = uh0 and, for all n = 1, . . . ,N ,
(Aε(δuhkn )+Bε(uhkn ), ε(wh))Q + j(uhkn ,wh) = (fn,wh)V ∀wh ∈ V h. (18)
Using classical results on nonlinear variational equations (see [25]), it is easy to obtain the following.
Theorem 3.1. Under assumptions (10)–(14), there exists a unique solution to Problem VPhk.
In what follows, we present a description of some a priori error estimates for Problem VPhk. This result was proved in [1],
and the details can be seen there.
We have the following a priori error estimates.
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Theorem 3.2. Let assumptions (10)–(14) hold. Let us denote by u and uhk the respective solutions to Problems VP and VPhk.
Therefore, there exists a positive constant c > 0, independent of the discretization parameters h and k, such that, for all
{whn}Nn=0 ⊂ V h,
max
0≤n≤N
‖un − uhkn ‖2V ≤ c

max
1≤n≤N
‖un −whn‖2V + max1≤n≤N ‖u˙n − δun‖
2
V
+ ‖u0 − uh0‖2V +
1
k
N−1−
n=1
‖un −whn − (un+1 −whn+1)‖2V

, (19)
where we have used the notation δun = (un − un−1)/k.
Proof. Takingw = wh ∈ V in Eq. (15) at time t = tn and subtracting it from Eq. (18), we have
(Aε(u˙n − δuhkn )+Bε(un − uhkn ), ε(wh))Q + j(un,wh)− j(uhkn ,wh) = 0
for allwh ∈ V h, and therefore
(Aε(u˙n − δuhkn )+Bε(un − uhkn ), ε(un − uhkn ))Q + j(un, un − uhkn )− j(uhkn , un − uhkn )
= (Aε(u˙n − δuhkn )+Bε(un − uhkn ), ε(un −wh))Q + j(un, un −wh)− j(uhkn , un −wh) ∀wh ∈ V h.
Now, since
(Aε(δun − δuhkn ), ε(un − uhkn ))Q ≥
mA
2k
(‖un − uhkn ‖2V − ‖un−1 − uhkn−1‖2V ),
j(un, un − uhkn )− j(uhkn , un − uhkn ) ≥ 0,
using assumptions (10)–(14), and applying the inequality
ab ≤ ϵa2 + 1
4ϵ
b2, a, b, ϵ ∈ R, ϵ > 0 (20)
several times, by induction, it follows that
‖un − uhkn ‖2V ≤ ck
n−
j=1
(‖u˙j − δuj‖2V + ‖uj −whj ‖2V + ‖uj − uhkj ‖2V
+ (Aε(δuj − δuhkj ), ε(uj −whj ))Q )+ ‖u0 − uh0‖2V (21)
for allwh = {whj }nj=0 ⊂ V h.
Keeping in mind the estimate (see [1])
n−
j=1
(Aε(uj − uhkj − (uj−1 − uhkj−1)), ε(uj −whj ))Q ≤ ϵ‖un − uhkn ‖2V + c‖un −whn‖2V + c‖u0 − uh0‖2V + ‖u1 −wh1‖2V
+
n−1
j=1
‖uj − uhkj ‖V‖uj −whj − (uj+1 −whj+1)‖V ,
where ϵ > 0 is a parameter assumed to be small enough, from estimate (21), and using a discrete version of Gronwall’s
inequality (see [15]), we deduce (19). 
The above error estimates are the basis for the analysis of the convergence rate of the algorithm. Therefore, as an example,
we have the following.
Corollary 3.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold. Under the additional regularity conditions
u ∈ H2(0, T ; V ) ∩ H1(0, T ; [H2(Ω)]d),
there exists a positive constant c > 0, independent of the discretization parameters h and k, such that
max
0≤n≤N
‖un − uhkn ‖V ≤ c(h+ k). (22)
The above corollary is proved by using the following well-known results on the approximation by finite elements and the
finite element interpolation operatorΠh (see [24]),
inf
whn∈Vh
‖un −whn‖V ≤ ch‖u‖C([0,T ];[H2(Ω)]d) ≤ ch‖u‖H1(0,T ;[H2(Ω)]d),
‖u0 − uh0‖V ≤ ch‖u0‖[H2(Ω)]d ≤ ch‖u‖H1(0,T ;[H2(Ω)]d),
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the straightforward estimate,
max
1≤n≤N
‖u˙n − δun‖V ≤ ck‖u‖H2(0,T ;V ),
and the following estimate (see [1]),
1
k
N−1−
n=1
‖un −whn − (un+1 −whn+1)‖2V ≤ ch2‖u‖2H1(0,T ;[H2(Ω)]d).
4. A posteriori error estimates
In this section, the finite element spaces and the notations introduced in the previous section will be also employed.
Moreover, throughout this section, according to [18], we will assume that the mesh of the domain Ω may change during
the time, and so, for any 0 < h < 1 and for any n = 0, 1, . . . ,N , let T hn be a mesh of Ω composed of closed elements
K with diameter hK less than h. Moreover, for each n = 1, . . . ,N , the mesh {(tn−1, tn) × K ; K ∈ T hn} is assumed to be
regular in the sense of [24] and such that T h(n−1) ⊂ T hn. Therefore, for any n = 1, . . . ,N and for any K ∈ T hn, denote by
hK (respectively ρK ) the diameter of the smallest (respectively largest) ball containing (respectively contained in) K . Hence,
there exists a positive constant β such that
hK
ρK
≤ β ∀K ∈ T hn, n = 0, 1, . . . ,N.
In order to simplify the notation and the calculations, in this section we assume that g = 0 and that fF = 0. Therefore,
it follows that (f ,w)V = (f ,w)H for all w ∈ V , where f = f0 ∈ C([0, T ];H). It is straightforward to extend the results
presented below to more general situations.
Moreover, for an element K ∈ T hn, we denote by EhnK its set of interior edges or faces, and, for the triangulation T hn, let
us define as Ehn, Ehnint , and E
hn
C its set of edges or faces, its set of interior edges or faces, and its set of edges or faces that belong
to ΓC (i.e., EhnC = {E ∈ Ehn ; E ⊂ ΓC }), respectively.
Finally, the notation a . bmeans that there exists a positive constant c independent of a and b (and of the time and space
discretization parameters) such that a ≤ cb. The notation a ∼ bmeans that a . b and b . a hold simultaneously.
Let us define the continuous and piecewise linear approximation in time given by
uhτ (x, t) = t − tn−1
k
uhkn (x)+
tn − t
k
uhkn−1(x) tn−1 ≤ t ≤ tn, x ∈ Ω.
Taking into account that u˙hτ = δuhkn , variational equation (18) is written in the following equivalent form, for n = 1, . . . ,N:
(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ), ε(wh))Q + j(uhkn ,wh) = (fn,wh)H
for allwh ∈ V h and tn−1 < t ≤ tn.
According to [19], we define the residual R(uhτ ) ∈ L2(0, T ; V ′) as
⟨R(uhτ ),w⟩V ′×V = (f ,w)H − (Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhτ ), ε(w))Q − j(uhτ ,w)
for allw ∈ V and t ∈ [0, T ], and decompose it into the temporal residual Rτ (uhτ ) ∈ L2(0, T ; V ′) given by
⟨Rτ (uhτ ),w⟩V ′×V = (Bε(uhkn − uhτ ), ε(w))Q + j(uhkn ,w)− j(uhτ ,w) (23)
for all t ∈ (tn−1, tn] andw ∈ V , and into the spatial residual Rh(uhτ ) ∈ L2(0, T ; V ′) defined as
⟨Rh(uhτ ),w⟩V ′×V = (fhτ ,w)H − (Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ), ε(w))Q − j(uhkn ,w)
for all t ∈ (tn−1, tn] and w ∈ V , where we have used the notation fhτ for the function which is piecewise constant on the
time intervals and which, on each interval (tn−1, tn], is equal to the L2-projection of fn onto the finite element space V h.
From the previous definitions, we easily find that R(uhτ ) = f − fhτ + Rτ (uhτ )+ Rh(uhτ ).
Let us now bound the time residual. Keeping in mind that
j(uhkn ,w)− j(uhτ ,w) . ‖uhkn − uhτ‖V‖w‖V ,
from (23) we have
‖Rτ (uhτ )‖V ′ . ‖uhkn − uhτ‖V on (tn−1, tn],
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and therefore
‖Rτ (uhτ )‖L2(0,T ;V ′) .

N−
n=1
∫ tn
tn
‖uhkn − uhτ‖2V dt
1/2
=

N−
n=1
∫ tn
tn−1

tn − t
k
2
‖uhkn − uhkn−1‖2V dt
1/2
=

N−
n=1
k
3
‖uhkn − uhkn−1‖2V
1/2
=

N−
n=1
−
K∈T hn
k
3
‖uhkn − uhkn−1‖2[H1(K)]d
1/2
=

N−
n=1
k(ηhn2 )
2
1/2
= ηh2, (24)
where ηhn2 = 1√3‖uhkn − uhkn−1‖V .
Now, let us estimate the spatial residual. From the definition given below, it follows that
⟨Rh(uhτ ),wh⟩V ′×V = 0 ∀wh ∈ V h.
Thus, for eachw ∈ V , letwh = ΠhCw, whereΠhC is the Clément’s interpolant on the triangulation T hn (see [26]). We recall
that this operator satisfies
‖w −ΠhCw‖[L2(K)]d ≤ chK‖w‖[H1(1K)]d , (25)
‖w −ΠhCw‖[L2(E)]d ≤ ch1/2E ‖w‖[H1(1E)]d , (26)
where c is a positive constant which depends on the given constant β , 1K denotes the set of elements having a common
vertex, edge or face with K , E represents an edge or a face of K , hE denotes the size of the edge or face E, and1E represents
the set of elements having a nonempty intersection with E.
Integrating inΩ and using Green’s formula, we find that
⟨Rh(uhτ ),w⟩V ′×V =
−
K∈T hn
∫
K
Div(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn )) ·w dx
+
∫
K
fhτ ·w dx−
−
E∈EhnK
∫
E
[(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE] ·w dγ (x)

−
−
E∈EhnC
∫
E
(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE ·w dγ (x)−
−
E∈EhnC
∫
E
p((uhkn )ν) wν dγ (x),
where [τν] denotes the jump of τν across the edge or face E, and we recall thatwν = (w)ν = w · ν for allw ∈ V .
We decompose now the fourth term into the normal and the tangential components to obtain
(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE ·w = στ (uhkn ) ·wτ + σν(uhkn )wν,
where we use the following notation:
σν(uhkn ) = (Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE · νE,
στ (uhkn ) = (Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE − σν(uhkn )νE,
wν = w · νE, wτ = w − wννE .
We note that both discrete stresses σν(uhkn ) and στ (u
hk
n ) also depend on u
hk
n−1, but we remove this argument to simplify the
expression.
Therefore, using the properties of the operator ΠhC , given in (25) and (26), and keeping in mind that Div(Aε(u˙
hτ ) +
Bε(uhkn )) = 0, it follows that
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⟨Rh(uhτ ),w⟩V ′×V = ⟨Rh(uhτ ),w −ΠhCw⟩V ′×V
.
−
K∈T hn
hK‖fhτ‖[L2(K)]d‖w‖[H1(1K)]d + −
E∈EhnK
h1/2E ‖[(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE]‖[L2(E)]d‖w‖[H1(1E)]d

+
−
E∈EhnC
h1/2E {‖στ (uhkn )‖[L2(E)]d + ‖p((uhkn )ν)+ σν(uhkn )‖L2(E)}‖w‖[H1(1E)]d
.
 −
K∈T hn
h2K‖fhτ‖2[L2(K)]d
1/2  −
K∈T hn
‖w‖2[H1(1K)]d
1/2
+
−
E∈Ehnint
hE‖[(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE]‖2[L2(E)]d
1/2  −
K∈T hn
‖w‖2[H1(1K)]d
1/2
+
−
E∈EhnC
hE‖στ (uhkn )‖2[L2(E)]d
1/2  −
K∈T hn
‖w‖2[H1(1K)]d
1/2
+
−
E∈EhnC
hE‖p((uhkn )ν)+ σν(uhkn )‖2L2(E)
1/2  −
K∈T hn
‖w‖2[H1(1K)]d
1/2
,
where we recall that1E denotes the union of all the elements of T hn having a nonempty intersection with E.
Taking into account that (
∑
K∈T hn ‖w‖2[H1(1K)]d)1/2 . ‖w‖V and that the element w was chosen arbitrarily, we then
conclude that, for any t ∈ (tn−1, tn],
‖Rh(uhτ )‖V ′ .
 −
K∈T hn
h2K‖fhτ‖2[L2(K)]d
1/2
+
−
E∈Ehnint
hE‖[(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE]‖2[L2(E)]d
1/2
+
−
E∈EhnC
hE‖στ (uhkn )‖2[L2(E)]d
1/2 +
−
E∈EhnC
hE‖p((uhkn )ν)+ σν(uhkn )‖2L2(E)
1/2
.
 −
K∈T hn
hK‖fhτ‖[L2(K)]d + −
E∈EhnK
h1/2E ‖[(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE]‖[L2(E)]d
+
−
E∈ECK
h1/2E ‖στ (uhkn )‖[L2(E)]d +
−
E∈ECK
h1/2E ‖p((uhkn )ν)+ σν(uhkn )‖L2(E)
2
1/2
= ηhn1 ,
where ECK denotes the set of edges or faces of K that belong to ΓC .
Therefore, we find that
‖Rh(uhτ )‖L2(0,T ;V ′) .

N−
n=1
k(ηhn1 )
2
1/2
=
 N−
n=1
−
K∈T hn
k
hK‖fhτ‖[L2(K)]d + −
E∈EhnK
h1/2E ‖[(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE]‖[L2(E)]d
+
−
E∈ECK
h1/2E ‖στ (uhkn )‖[L2(E)]d +
−
E∈ECK
h1/2E ‖p((uhkn )ν)+ σν(uhkn )‖L2(E)
2
1/2
= ηh1. (27)
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Now, combining (24) and (27), we obtain the following estimate for the residual:
‖R(uhτ )‖L2(0,T ;V ′) . ηh1 + ηh2 + ‖f − fhτ‖L2(0,T ;V ′).
Finally, we prove a relation between the residual R(uhτ ) and the error u− uhτ . From the definition of the residual, it follows
that
(Aε(u˙− u˙hτ )+Bε(u− uhτ ), ε(w))Q + j(u,w)− j(uhτ ,w) = ⟨R(uhτ ),w⟩V ′×V (28)
for allw ∈ V and t ∈ (0, T ].
Taking now w = u − uhτ in the previous nonlinear variational equation and using assumptions (10)–(12)(c), applying
inequality (20) several times, we have
(Aε(u˙− u˙hτ ), ε(u− uhτ ))Q . ‖R(uhτ )‖2V ′ .
Keeping in mind that (see [23])
(Aε(u˙− u˙hτ ), ε(u− uhτ ))Q =
∫
Ω
Aε(u˙− u˙hτ ) · ε(u− uhτ )dx
= (ε(u˙− u˙hτ ), ε(u− uhτ ))A,Q
= 1
2
d
dt
‖ε(u− uhτ )‖2A,Q ∀t ∈ (0, T ],
where ‖ · ‖A,Q represents the norm in the space Q associated to the positive definite fourth-order viscous tensorA, from
properties (10) it follows that the norms ‖ · ‖A,Q and ‖ · ‖Q are equivalent.
Integrating the last expression in time between 0 and t , we find that
‖(u− uhτ )(t)‖2V . ‖ε(u− uhτ )(t)‖2A,Q
. ‖R(uhτ )‖2L2(0,t;V ′) + ‖ε(u− uhτ )(0)‖2A,Q
. ‖R(uhτ )‖2L2(0,t;V ′) + ‖(u− uhτ )(0)‖2V
= ‖R(uhτ )‖2L2(0,t;V ′) + ‖u0 − uh0‖2V ,
and therefore
‖u− uhτ‖C([0,T ];V ) . ‖R(uhτ )‖L2(0,T ;V ′) + ‖u0 − uh0‖V .
Again using (28) withw = u˙− u˙hτ , we obtain, after similar calculations,
‖u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t)‖2V . ‖R(uhτ )‖2L2(0,T ;V ′) + ‖u0 − uh0‖2V .
Hence,
‖u˙− u˙hτ‖L2(0,T ;V ) . ‖R(uhτ )‖L2(0,T ;V ′) + ‖u0 − uh0‖V .
Finally, from the properties of the [L2(Ω)]d-projection operator, we have
‖f − fhτ‖L2(0,T ;V ′) ≤ h‖f − fhτ‖L2(0,T ;H).
Therefore, combining the previous results, we obtain the following theorem, which provides an upper bound for the error.
Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 hold. Let u and uhτ be the solution to ProblemVP and the continuous piecewise
linear approximation of the solution to ProblemVPhk, respectively. If we denote η =

(ηh1)
2 + (ηh2)2, then we have
‖u− uhτ‖C([0,T ];V ) + ‖u˙− u˙hτ‖L2(0,T ;V ) . ‖u0 − uh0‖V + η + h‖f − fhτ‖L2(0,T ;H), (29)
where the error estimators ηh1 and η
h
2 were defined in (24) and (27), respectively.
Finally, a lower bound for these error estimators is proved in the following.
Theorem 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. For all elements K ∈ T hn, the following local lower error bounds are
obtained for all n = 1, . . . ,N and for a.e. t ∈ (tn−1, tn]:
ηhn1K . ‖u˙(t)− u˙hτ‖[H1(1K)]d + ‖u(t)− uhkn ‖[H1(1K)]d + ‖un − uhkn ‖[H1(K)]d
+ hK‖f (t)− fhτ‖[L2(1K)]d +
−
E∈ECK
h1/2E ‖σν(uhkn )− σν(un)‖L2(E),
ηhn2K . ‖u(t)− uhkn ‖[H1(K)]d + ‖u(t)− uhkn−1‖[H1(K)]d ,
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where we use the notation σν(un) = σν(tn), and ηhn1K and ηhn2K are the respective local errors in space and in time given by
ηhn1K = hK‖fhτ‖[L2(K)]d +
−
E∈EhnK
h1/2E ‖[(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE]‖[L2(E)]d
+
−
E∈ECK
h1/2E {‖στ (uhkn )‖[L2(E)]d + ‖p((uhkn )ν)+ σν(uhkn )‖L2(E)},
ηhn2K =
1√
3
‖uhkn − uhkn−1‖[H1(K)]d .
If we denote by ηn the error estimator at time step n,
ηn = k1/2((ηhn1 )2 + (ηhn2 )2)1/2,
then
ηn . ‖u− uhτ‖C([tn−1,tn];V ) + ‖u˙− u˙hτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ) + ‖u− uhkn ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ) + h‖f − fhτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;H)
+ k1/2h1/2‖σν(uhkn )− σν(un)‖L2(ΓC ). (30)
Proof. First, note that, from the definition of ηhn1 and η
hn
2 , we immediately get
ηhn1 =
 −
K∈T hn

ηhn1K
21/2
, ηhn2 =
 −
K∈T hn

ηhn2K
21/2
,
and, obviously, it also follows that
η =

N−
n=1
(ηn)2
1/2
.
From Eq. (28), we obtain, for any t ∈ [0, T ],
‖R(uhτ )‖V ′ . ‖u− uhτ‖V + ‖u˙− u˙hτ‖V ,
and therefore
‖R(uhτ )‖L2(t1,t2;V ′) . ‖u− uhτ‖L2(t1,t2;V ) + ‖u˙− u˙hτ‖L2(t1,t2;V )
for any t1, t2 in [0, T ]. Next, we bound ηn, taking into account that
ηn ≤ k1/2ηhn1 + k1/2ηhn2 .
We begin with the second term, which equals ( k3 )
1/2‖uhkn − uhkn−1‖V . We have, for any t ∈ [tn−1, tn],
tn − t
k
2
‖uhkn − uhkn−1‖2V = ‖uhkn − uhτ‖2V
. (Bε(uhkn − uhτ ), ε(uhkn − uhτ ))Q + j(uhkn , uhkn − uhτ )− j(uhτ , uhkn − uhτ )
= ⟨Rτ (uhτ ), uhkn − uhτ ⟩V ′×V
= ⟨R(uhτ ), uhkn − uhτ ⟩V ′×V − ⟨Rh(uhτ ), uhkn − uhτ ⟩V ′×V − ⟨f − fhτ , uhkn − uhτ ⟩V ′×V .
Using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and integrating the last expression from tn−1 to tn, we find that
k
3
‖uhkn − uhkn−1‖2V . (‖R(uhτ )‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ′) + ‖Rh(uhτ )‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ′) + ‖f − fhτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ′))‖uhkn − uhτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ).
Keeping in mind that
‖uhkn − uhτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ) =
∫ tn
tn−1
‖uhkn − uhτ‖2V
1/2
=
∫ t
tn

tn − t
k
2
‖uhkn − uhkn−1‖2V
1/2
=

k
3
1/2
‖uhkn − uhkn−1‖V ,
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it follows that
k
3
1/2
‖uhkn − uhkn−1‖V . ‖R(uhτ )‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ′) + ‖Rh(uhτ )‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ′) + ‖f − fhτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ′)
. ‖u− uhτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ) + ‖u˙− u˙hτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ) + ‖Rh(uhτ )‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ′)
+‖f − fhτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ′)
. ‖u− uhτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ) + ‖u˙− u˙hτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ) + k1/2ηhn1 + ‖f − fhτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ′).
Moreover, using the definition of the local error estimator in time ηhn2K , it follows that
ηhn2K . ‖u(t)− uhkn ‖[H1(K)]d + ‖u(t)− uhkn−1‖[H1(K)]d for all t ∈ (tn−1, tn].
We recall again that, from the properties of the [L2(Ω)]d-projection operator, we have
‖f − fhτ‖V ′ ≤ h‖f − fhτ‖H .
Thus, it only remains to bound k1/2ηhn1 . Since
ηhn1 =
 −
K∈T hn
hK‖fhτ‖[L2(K)]d + −
E∈EhnK
h1/2E ‖[(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE]‖[L2(E)]d
+
−
E∈ECK
h1/2E [‖στ (uhkn )‖[L2(E)]d + ‖p((uhkn )ν)+ σν(uhkn )‖L2(E)]
2
1/2
,
this is done in the following, when the estimate of the estimator ηhn1K is obtained. Let wK be the bubble function associated
with the element K (for instance, in the two-dimensional setting, we have wK = λa1λa2λa3, where λai, i = 1, 2, 3, denote
the barycentric coordinates and a1, a2, and a3 are the three nodes of the element K ). We notice that wK ∈ H10 (K). Let us
definewK ∈ [H10 (K)]d, which is constructed aswi = wK for i = 1, . . . , d.
It follows that the function ψK = wK · fhτ satisfies (see [23,27])
‖fhτ‖2[L2(K)]d .
∫
K
(fhτ − f ) · ψK dx+
∫
K
(Aε(u˙− u˙hτ )+Bε(u− uhkn )) · ε(ψK ) dx.
Using an inverse inequality, we find that
‖ε(ψK )‖[L2(K)]d×d . h−1K ‖ψK‖[L2(K)]d ,
and therefore
hK‖fhτ‖[L2(K)]d . ‖u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t)‖[H1(K)]d + hK‖f (t)− fhτ (t)‖[L2(K)]d + ‖u(t)− uhkn ‖[H1(K)]d
for a.e. t ∈ (tn−1, tn]. (31)
We now turn to estimating the second term of the local error estimator ηhn1K . Proceeding as in the previous estimate, let
us consider the bubble function wE associated with the edge or face E. Thus, taking now wE = [wE]d, it follows that
(see [23,27])
‖[(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE]‖2[L2(E)]d . (‖f (t)− fhτ (t)‖[L2(1K)]d + h−1E (‖u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t)‖[H1(1K)]d
+‖uhkn − u(t)‖[H1(1K)]d)+ ‖fhτ‖[L2(1K)]d)‖ψE‖[L2(1K)]d ,
where ψE is defined in an appropriate way and 1E stands for the set of elements of T
hn sharing the common edge or face
E. From the definition ofwE , we conclude that
h1/2E ‖[(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE]‖[L2(E)]d
. hE‖f (t)− fhτ (t)‖[L2(1K)]d + ‖u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t)‖[H1(1K)]d + ‖uhkn − u(t)‖[H1(1K)]d + hE‖fhτ‖[L2(1K)]d
. hE‖f (t)− fhτ (t)‖[L2(1K)]d + ‖u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t)‖[H1(1K)]d + ‖uhkn − u(t)‖[H1(1K)]d
for a.e. t ∈ (tn−1, tn].
The third term is bounded using some ideas already employed in [22]. Assume that ψE is now such that (ψE)ν = 0 and
(ψE)τ = wEστ (uhkn ). Hence,
‖στ (uhkn )‖2[L2(E)]d ∼
∫
E
στ (uhkn ) · (ψE)τ dγ (x)
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=
∫
K
σ(uhkn ) : ε(ψE) dx
=
∫
K
(σ(uhkn )− σ(un)) : ε(ψE) dx+
∫
K
σ(un) : ε(ψE) dx
=
∫
K
f · ψE dx+
∫
K
(σ(uhkn )− σ(un)) : ε(ψE) dx
. ‖f ‖[L2(K)]d‖ψE‖[L2(K)]d + h−1K [‖un − uhkn ‖[H1(K)]d + ‖u˙n − u˙hτ‖[H1(K)]d ]‖ψE‖[L2(K)]d ,
where we have used the following notation:
σ(un) = Aε(u˙n)+Bε(un),
σ(uhkn ) = Aε(δuhkn )+Bε(uhkn ).
Finally, let us bound the fourth term in ηhn1K . Taking into account that
p(uν(tn))+ σν(un) = 0,
where σν(un) = σν(tn), we find that
‖p((uhkn )ν)+ σν(uhkn )‖L2(E) ≤ ‖p((uhkn )ν)− p((un)ν)‖L2(E) + ‖σν(uhkn )− σν(un)‖L2(E)
. ‖uhkn − un‖[H1(K)]d + ‖σν(uhkn )− σν(un)‖L2(E).
Keeping in mind the previous estimates, we obtain, for all K ∈ T hn,
ηhn1K = hK‖fhτ‖[L2(K)]d +
−
E∈EhnK
h1/2E ‖[(Aε(u˙hτ )+Bε(uhkn ))νE]‖[L2(E)]d
+
−
E∈ECK
h1/2E {‖στ (uhkn )‖[L2(E)]d + ‖p((uhkn )ν)+ σν(uhkn )‖L2(E)}
. ‖u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t)‖[H1(1K)]d + hK‖f (t)− fhτ (t)‖[L2(1K)]d + ‖u(t)− uhkn ‖[H1(1K)]d + ‖un − uhkn ‖[H1(K)]d
+
−
E∈ECK
h1/2E ‖σν(uhkn )− σν(un)‖L2(E)
for a.e. t ∈ (tn−1, tn], and therefore
ηhn1 . ‖u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t)‖V + ‖u(t)− uhkn ‖V + h‖f (t)− fhτ (t)‖H
+‖un − uhkn ‖V + h1/2‖σν(uhkn )− σν(un)‖L2(ΓC ) for a.e. t ∈ (tn−1, tn].
Thus, we find that
k1/2ηhn1 . ‖u˙− u˙hτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ) + ‖u− uhkn ‖L2(tn−1,tn;V ) + k1/2‖un − uhkn ‖V
+ h‖f − fhτ‖L2(tn−1,tn;H) + k1/2h1/2‖σν(uhkn )− σν(un)‖L2(ΓC ),
and, combining all these results and taking into account definitions (24) and (27), this leads to the desired lower error bounds
of ηn. 
From Theorem 4.2, we can now prove a similar convergence order like that provided in the a priori error analysis.
Corollary 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, if the continuous solution has the regularity u ∈ C1([0, T ]; [H2(Ω)]d),
and we assume that the density of volume forces satisfies f0 ∈ C([0, T ]; [H1(Ω)]d), we have
η . h+ k.
Proof. Since f = f0, the above regularity leads to the following straightforward estimate:
‖f − fhτ‖L2(0,T ;H) . h‖f ‖C([0,T ];[H1(Ω)]d).
From estimate (22), under the required regularity, we conclude that
‖u− uhτ‖C([0,T ];V ) . h+ k,
N−
n=1
‖u− uhkn ‖2L2(tn−1,tn;V )
1/2
. h+ k.
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Using (28) again, we find that, for n = 1, . . . ,N ,
(Aε(u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t))+Bε(u(t)− uhkn ), ε(wh))Q + j(u(t),wh)− j(uhkn ,wh) = 0
for allwh ∈ V h and t ∈ (tn−1, tn], and therefore, since u˙hτ (t) ∈ V h,
(Aε(u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t))+Bε(u(t)− uhkn ), ε(u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t)))Q + j(u(t), u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t))− j(uhkn , u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t))
= (Aε(u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t))+Bε(u(t)− uhkn ), ε(u˙(t)−wh))Q + j(u(t), u˙(t)−wh)− j(uhkn , u˙(t)−wh) ∀wh ∈ V h
for all t ∈ (tn−1, tn]. Using properties (10) and (11) and applying inequality (20) several times, it follows that
‖u˙(t)− u˙hτ (t)‖2V . ‖u(t)− uhkn ‖2V + ‖u˙(t)−wh‖2V ∀wh ∈ V h,
from which, using the regularity condition u˙ ∈ C([0, T ]; [H2(Ω)]d), we conclude that (see [24])
inf
wh∈Vh
‖u˙(t)−wh‖V . h‖u˙‖C([0,T ];[H2(Ω)]d).
Finally, we only have to bound the last term in (30). Without loss of generality, assume that d = 2 (i.e., the two-dimensional
setting), and that ΓC is a straight line segment parallel to the x-axis. Taking into account the following inequality for all
E ∈ ECK ,
‖v‖L2(E) ≤ h−1/2E ‖v‖L2(1E) + h1/2E ‖∇v‖[L2(1E)]2 ∀v ∈ H1(1E),
we find that
h1/2E ‖σν(uhkn )− σν(un)‖L2(E) = h1/2E ‖σyy(uhkn )− σyy(un)‖L2(E)
. ‖σyy(uhkn )− σyy(un)‖L2(1E) + hE‖σyy(uhkn )− σyy(un)‖L2(1E)
≤ ‖σ(uhkn )− σ(un)‖[L2(1E)]d×d + hE‖∇σ(un)‖[L2(1E)]d×d×d .
Therefore, we have
h1/2E ‖σν(uhkn )− σν(un)‖L2(ΓC ) =
−
E∈ECK
h1/2E ‖σν(uhkn )− σν(un)‖L2(E)
. ‖u˙n − δuhkn ‖V + ‖un − uhkn ‖V + h‖u‖C1([0,T ];[H2(Ω)]d)
. h‖u‖C1([0,T ];[H2(Ω)]d).
This implies the linear convergence. 
5. Numerical simulations
5.1. Numerical scheme
To approximate the variational space V , we use the finite element space V h, defined by (16).
Let uhkn−1 ∈ V h be known. For n = 1, . . . ,N , the fully discrete Problem VPhk can be written in the following form, for all
wh ∈ V h:
(Aε(uhkn )+ kBε(uhkn ), ε(wh))Q + kj(uhkn ,wh) = k(fn,wh)V + (Aε(uhkn−1), ε(wh))Q .
This leads to a nonlinear variational equation which has been solved by using a penalty-duality algorithm (see, for
instance, [28]), already applied in other contact problems.
The numerical scheme was implemented on a 3.2 GHz PC using MATLAB, and a typical two-dimensional run (h = k =
0.05) took about 10 s of CPU time.
5.2. A first two-dimensional example: comparison with respect to the exact error
As a first two-dimensional example, the following problem is considered.
Problem T2D. Find a displacement field u : [0, 1]× [0, 1]× [0, 1] → R2 and a stress field σ : [0, 1]× [0, 1]× [0, 1] → S2,
such that
σ = Iε(u˙)+ 2Iε(u) in [0, 1] × [0, 1] × (0, 1),
−Div σ = 0 in [0, 1] × [0, 1] × (0, 1),
u = 0 on {0} × [0, 1] × (0, 1),
σν = fF on ([0, 1] × {1} ∪ {1} × [0, 1])× (0, 1),
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Table 1
Example T2D: Numerical errors (×100) for some h and k.
h k ηh1 η
h
2 η e e.i.
0.2 0.1 0.72612094 0.21979269 0.75865700 0.12148640 6.24478925
0.1 0.1 0.34310570 0.20944233 0.40197962 0.10700140 3.75676965
0.05 0.1 0.16329430 0.20618472 0.26301553 0.10322108 2.54807952
0.025 0.1 7.77598× 10−2 0.20511632 0.21936111 0.10254669 2.13913396
0.0125 0.1 3.45244× 10−2 0.20473217 0.20762274 0.10255410 2.02451913
0.2 0.05 0.81825792 0.19465299 0.84109203 0.12159069 6.91740453
0.1 0.05 0.38183169 0.18527049 0.42440617 0.10711711 3.96207636
0.05 0.05 0.17989573 0.18246642 0.25623518 0.10331724 2.48008161
0.025 0.05 8.43835× 10−2 0.18162428 0.20026972 0.10262562 1.95145919
0.0125 0.05 3.51471× 10−2 0.18135402 0.18472847 0.10262263 1.80007541
0.2 0.025 0.99314579 0.18212626 1.00970715 0.12168635 8.29762031
0.1 0.025 0.45763797 0.17322727 0.48932627 0.10720367 4.56445410
0.05 0.025 0.21340424 0.17065607 0.27324872 0.10338605 2.64299403
0.025 0.025 9.85407× 10−2 0.16993233 0.19643644 0.10268187 1.91305856
0.0125 0.025 3.79236× 10−2 0.16972228 0.17390760 0.10267175 1.69382127
0.2 0.0125 1.27886925 0.17585103 1.29090284 0.12174284 10.6035208
0.1 0.0125 0.58337546 0.16719467 0.60686159 0.10725261 5.65824506
0.05 0.0125 0.26974382 0.16474230 0.31607239 0.10342452 3.05606807
0.025 0.0125 0.12289604 0.16407965 0.20500138 0.10271328 1.99586050
0.0125 0.0125 4.3592061× 10−2 0.16390084 0.16959880 0.10269924 1.65141236
στ = 0, −σν = (uν)+ on [0, 1] × {0} × (0, 1),
u(0) = 0.1×

x

0.1
y2
2
+ 0.1y

,−x
2
2
(0.1y+ 0.1)

in [0, 1] × [0, 1],
where the traction forces fF are given by
fF (x, y, t) =

0.1×

0,−x
2
2
e−t0.1

if x ∈ [0, 1], y = 1,
0.1×

0.1
y2
2
+ 0.1y

e−t , 0

if y ∈ [0, 1], x = 1.
Problem T2D corresponds to Problem P with the following data:
T = 1, Ω = [0, 1] × [0, 1], ΓD = {0} × [0, 1], ΓC = [0, 1] × {0},
ΓF = [0, 1] × {1} ∪ {1} × [0, 1], A = I, B = 2I, f0 = 0, g = 0,
p(r) = r+, u0 = 0.1×

x

0.1
y2
2
+ 0.1y

,−x
2
2
(0.1y+ 0.1)

.
The exact solution to Problem T2D can be easily obtained, and it has the following form:
u(x, y, t) =

x

0.1
y2
2
+ 0.1y

e−t ,−x
2
2
(0.1y+ 0.1)e−t

× 0.1,
σ11(x, y, t) = 0.1

0.1
y2
2
+ 0.1y

e−t , σ22 = −0.01x
2
2
e−t , σ12 = σ21 = 0.
In Table 1, the numerical results obtained for several discretization parameters h and k are shown. The exact (or true) error
e is defined as
e = max
0≤n≤N
‖un − uhkn ‖V ,
and e.i. denotes the so-called effectivity index.
As can be seen, the convergence of the discrete solution is clearly observed when the discretization parameters converge
to zero. As was also noticed in [18], the estimator due to the space discretization ηh1 is not greater than the error due to
the time discretization ηh2 , but they oscillate. Moreover, the estimator error η is always greater than the exact error, but it
seems that, when the discretization parameters decrease, both errors become closer. Finally, the effectivity index decreases
as parameters h and k tend to zero, but it is greater than 1.6.
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Fig. 2. Example 2D-2: physical setting.
Fig. 3. Example 2D-2: reference configuration and displacements field at final time.
Fig. 4. Example 2D-2: von Mises stress norm at final time over the deformed mesh.
5.3. A second two-dimensional example: a viscoelastic bar in contact with an obstacle
As a second two-dimensional example, we assume that the viscoelastic body occupies the domainΩ = (0, 6)× (0, 1.2).
No volume forces are supposed to act in the body, and vertical constant tractions act on the boundary part [0, 6] × {1.2}.
Due to the symmetry, the middle line {3} × [0, 1.2] has restricted horizontal displacements. Finally, the body is supposed
to be in contact with a deformable obstacle on the contact boundary ΓC = [2, 4] × {0} (see Fig. 2).
The following data have been employed in the simulations:
T = 1, Ω = [0, 6] × [0, 1.2], ΓD = ∅, ΓF = [0, 6] × {1.2},
ΓC = [2, 4] × {0}, A = I, B = 2I, f0 = 0, fF = (0,−0.01),
g = 0, p(r) = 1000r+, u0 = 0.
Taking k = 0.0125 as the time discretization parameter, the displacements field at final time and the reference configuration
are plotted in Fig. 3. We observe that the deformation has decreased and that no penetration into the obstacle has been
produced because of the size of the deformability coefficient µ. Moreover, in Fig. 4, the von Mises stress norm at final time
is plotted over the deformed mesh. As expected, the highest stressed areas are located near the contact corners.
Finally, the error estimators ηh1 , η
h
2 and η have the following values:
ηh1 = 0.0153477162, ηh2 = 0.0189963197, η = 0.0244215592.
We notice that, even if the exact solution is unknown (and, in fact, it cannot be calculated using an analytical procedure),
this estimate gives us an idea of the error approximation, and this constitutes without doubt one of the main aspects of the
a posteriori error analysis.
6. Conclusions
This work dealt with the a posteriori error analysis, including numerical simulations in two dimensions, of a quasistatic
viscoelastic contact problem which was studied in [15]. A numerical algorithm, based on the finite element method to
approximate the spatial variable and an Euler scheme to discretize the time derivatives, was proposed, the a priori error
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estimates obtained proceeding as in [1] were recalled, and the a posteriori error estimates, including lower and upper
bounds, were proved.
The algorithmwas implemented using MATLAB code, and two numerical examples were computed. The first one shown
the evolution of the exact error depending on the discretization parameters as well as the error estimators obtained above.
As shown in Table 1, the effectivity index was always greater than 1, and numerical convergence was observed. The second
example considered a more realistic situation, and the analysis gave us an estimate of the numerical error.
The two examples allowed us to observe the good behaviour of the numerical scheme and the error estimators obtained
from the a posteriori error analysis.
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